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Introduction:
In this report, we have analyzed and illustrated the performance and costs for various arrays of
NoviOcean 500 kW (NO500) wave energy converters (WEC) in the Aguçadoura site located in
Portugal. The purpose of this report is, therefore, to improve transparency in our findings as
well as showing the enormous economic, social, and environmental potentials of NoviOcean
arrays in the selected region.
The tool used to derive such conclusions is Novige’s extensive in-house techno-economic
model (version 4.73). The WEC power matrix used in the model is based on the extensive thirdparty wave-to-wire (W2W) simulations performed by WavEC Offshore Renewables.
CAPEX values used in this report are based on a thorough analysis and with a considerable
contingency, but as we proceed with development in close collaboration with sub-contractors,
these numbers will be further adjusted. OPEX values have also been benchmarked from the
offshore wind industry in relation with NoviOcean’s O&M requirements.

Case Studies:
Four different cases have been investigated in this report:
o

o

o

o

CASE 1 - The very first small array:
a. Rated capacity: 3 MW (6 NO500 units)
b. No previous deployment except for the full-scale NO500 pilot unit
c. Subsidies: 175 €/MWh for the duration of 15 years considered
CASE 2 - A small array after some early deployments:
a. Rated capacity: 3 MW (6 NO500 units)
b. 20 MW previous cumulative deployments have been assumed
c. Subsidies: 115 €/MWh for the duration of 15 years considered
CASE 3 - A medium-sized array after moderate deployments:
a. Rated capacity: 25 MW (50 NO500 units)
b. 50 MW previous cumulative deployments have been assumed
c. Subsidies: 80 €/MWh for the duration of 15 years considered
CASE 4 - A large-scale array:
a. Rated capacity: 50 MW (100 NO500 units)
b. 200 MW previous cumulative deployments have been assumed
c. No subsidies applied

Important Common Assumptions:
In all cases the following has been assumed:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction period: 1 years
Operation period: 25 years
Discount rate assumed at 7.25%, based on the European average in marine energy
Wholesale electricity price (spot market price) for Portugal: 40 €/MWh
Learning effect equal to offshore wind was considered (12% rate where relevant)
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•

Corporate income tax assumed at 13% based on available data

Results and Discussion:
The results from all the cases are shown in Figures 1 to 4.
As can be seen from Figure 1, for the very first 3 MW array with no previous accumulated
capacity (CASE 1), LCOE 133 €/MWh can be achieved. The average power per NO500 unit is
estimated at 257 kW (capacity factor 51%). The internal rate of return (IRR) will be 9%, as well
as having a positive NPV, showing a favorable economic potential even at this project size. The
avoided CO2 emissions of this project is estimated to be about 2,877 tons per year.
For CASE 2 (3 MW array with 20 MW previous cumulative deployments) (shown in Figure 2),
an LCOE of 76 €/MWh can be achieved in Aguçadoura location. The project’s capacity factor
will be 51% (257 kW average power per NO500 unit). NPV to this project reaches 2 M€ with an
IRR of 13%. The avoided CO2 emissions of this project is estimated to be about 2,877 tons
annually.
Figure 3 shows the results of CASE 3, where a medium-sized array with 25 MW capacity is
deployed in Aguçadoura, and 50 MW previous cumulative capacity is considered. As can be
seen, a capacity factor of 57% can be achieved (283 kW average power per WEC unit). The
estimated LCOE will be 40 €/MWh, the same cost as the assumed wholesale electricity price.
The NPV and IRR will be 33 M€ and 18% respectively, showing a very favorable project return.
The avoided CO2 emissions of this project will be about 26,418 tons per year, whereas
providing electricity to more than 37,500 households.
The results of CASE 4 are shown in Figure 4. In this case, a 50 MW project with previous
accumulated capacity of 200 MW has been analyzed to illustrate the techno-economic
potential of large-scale NoviOcean deployments and making a basis for comparisons to other
renewable energy technologies. In this case, the LCOE of 29 €/MWh can be reached, enabling
the project to be profitable even without subsidies. Even without any subsidies, this project will
have a favorable NPV and IRR of 23 M€ and 12% respectively. The project can help avoid as
much as 53,169 tons of CO2 while powering more than 75,600 households.
It is worth noting that the total deployed NoviOcean capacity to reach this level is
approximately 1% of the total installed offshore wind capacity to date. The most cost-effective
offshore wind farms to date (with a capacity of 60 times as CASE 4) still have higher LCOE level.
Of course, our claimed numbers in this report will be further verified after the deployment of
the first full size pilot unit.
To conclude, Figures 5 and 6 show the LCOE and capacity factor values in various locations in
Europe and North America if the same CASE 4 project was to be implemented in those regions.
The specific wave characteristics (bi-variate scatter plots), water depth, and distances to
maintenance port/grid access for these sites have all been considered.
NoviOcean’s potential will soon prove to be extraordinary, both with regards to the delivery of
stable green electricity with no storage needs and for the fight against the climate change.
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Figure 1: Analysis and results for CASE 1
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Figure 2: Analysis and results for CASE 2
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Figure 3: Analysis and results for CASE 3
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Figure 4: Analysis and results for CASE 4
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Figure 5: If
CASE 4
project was
deployed in
other
locations in
Europe

Figure 6: If
CASE 4
project was
deployed in
other
locations in
North
America
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“Saving the climate with profitable wave power!”

www.noviocean.energy
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